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NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY ACT

42 U.S.C. § 4321-4370c.

The “Magna Carta” of the Country’s 
environmental movement.



HISTORY

1959 Senator James E. Murry (Mont.) 
introduced the “Resources and Conservation 
Act of 1960”
Late 1960’s – Senator Henry Jackson 
(Wash.) and Senator John Dingell (Mich.) 
collaborated to enact an environmental 
policy.

Early versions of the legislation contained no 
policy, goals or action-forcing provisions



HISTORY CONTINUED

Policy and reporting provisions of NEPA 
added only AFTER the legislation had passed 
both houses of Congress and been amended 
by the House-Senate Conference Committee



PERHAPS A BETTER WAY?



HISTORY CONTINUED

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) signed 
into law on January 1, 1970 by President Nixon

Created 
Council on Environmental Policy (CEQ)
NEPA Process

NEPA established a broad, general national 
“environmental policy,” with the details of what it 
means, how compliance is measured, and how it is to 
be enforced left largely to the Courts.



NEPA IN A NUTSHELL



POLICY CONCEPTS

Establishes a National Policy to:  “prevent or 
eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere.”

Recognizes: “the critical importance of restoring and 
maintaining environmental quality.”

Declares: the federal government has a continuing 
responsibility to use “all practical means” to minimize 
environmental degradation.



POLICY CONTINUED

Emphasizes:  “the profound impact of man’s 
activity on the interrelations of all components 
of the natural environment”

Directs: “to the fullest extent possible. . . the 
policies, regulations, and public laws of the 
United States shall be interpreted and 
administered in accordance with the policies”
set forth in NEPA.



POLICY CONTINUED

Recognizes:  that “each each person should 
enjoy a healthful environment . . . and 
contribute to the preservation and 
enhancement of the environment.”

Promotes the “use [of] all practicable means 
and measures [to] fulfill the social, economic, 
and other requirements of present and future 
generations of Americans.”



COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY

Executive Office of the President

Composed of three (3) members (appointed 
by President; confirmed by Senate)



CEQ CONTINUED

CEQ assists and advises the President 
In preparing an annual environmental quality 
report;
On progress of federal agencies in 
implementing NEPA;
On national policies to foster and promote the 
improvement of environmental quality;
On the state of the environment.



ALSO KNOWN AS?



CEQ CONTINUED

Issues regulations instructing federal 
agencies on how to prepare “Environmental 
Impact Statements” (EIS);

Coordinates federal programs related to 
environmental quality.



CEQ REGULATIONS

Require agencies to integrate NEPA 
requirements with other planning 
requirements:

at the earliest possible time in the process
to ensure that plans and decisions reflect 
environmental values
to avoid delays later in the process
to head off potential conflicts



CEQ REGULATIONS

Establish a complex system to ensure that 
federal agencies consider the environmental 
impacts of a chosen course of action before
taking that action.
This system requires notice to, and 
comments from, an “informed” public and 
other affected parties, who are then able to 
provide the agency with information about the 
potential environmental impacts such 
proposed action may have.



CEQ REGULATIONS

Agencies are required to:
use a “systematic, interdisciplinary approach”

study and develop appropriate alternatives to 
the recommended courses of action for 
unresolved conflicts in the use of available 
resources



JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY 
ACTION

Judicial review of agency compliance with CEQ 
Regulations cannot occur until after the agency has 
done one of the following:

filed a Final EIS; or
made a finding of “no significant impact”; or
takes action that will result in “irreparable injury.”

Original wolf lawsuit
Court found that USFWS had not taken the requisite 
“final agency action” when it rejected Wyoming’s 
original Wolf Management Plan



ARE WE THERE YET?



AGENCY REQUIREMENTS

CEQ Regulations require agencies to adopt 
procedures for implementing NEPA’s provisions

Agencies must identify typical classes of action:

which normally require an EIS

which normally do not require either an EIS or an 
environmental assessment (EA)

i.e., a “categorical exclusion”

which normally require an EA but not an EIS



NEPA COMPLIANCE

NEPA requires “responsible [federal] officials”
to prepare an EIS on proposals for legislation 
and “other major Federal actions significantly 
affecting the quality of the human 
environment.” Under NEPA, an agency must 
prepare an EIS when an action may have a 
significant environmental effect.  42 U.S.C. §
4332.



NEPA COMPLIANCE

Federal agencies must begin the “scoping process”
as soon as they determine that they will prepare an 
EIS.  40 C.F.R. § 1501.7.  

Under the CEQ Regulations, federal agencies must 
invite the meaningful participation of interested 
agencies (expressly including the appropriate States 
and State agencies).  
The purpose of the scoping process is to identify those 
issues that the agency should address in the EIS.  
An agency’s failure to conduct the scoping process in a 
manner that includes all interested parties and 
identifies all relevant issues is a violation of NEPA. 



NEPA COMPLIANCE
Agencies are required to include a discussion of 
“alternatives to the proposed action” in the EIS.  42 
U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii).  
Agencies are required to “study, develop, and 
describe appropriate alternatives to recommended 
courses of action in any proposal that involves 
unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of 
available resources.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E).  
Agencies are required to consider “reasonable 
alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead 
agency,” together with the “no-action” alternative.  40 
C.F.R. § 1502.14.



NEPA COMPLIANCE
When an agency undertakes a major federal action 
that constitutes an irretrievable commitment of 
resources, it is required to prepare a detailed EIS 
relating to its intention to act upon each particular site 
that will be impacted.  

The EIS must “succinctly describe the environment of 
the area(s) to be affected by the alternatives under 
consideration.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15.  

The EIS must describe the direct and indirect 
environmental effects of the regulation.  40 C.F.R. §
1508.8.



NEPA COMPLIANCE

Agencies are required to “make diligent efforts to 
involve the public in preparing and implementing their 
NEPA procedures.” 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6.
Each agency “shall . . . [r]equest comments from the 
public, affirmatively soliciting comments from those 
persons or organizations who may be interested or 
affected.” 40 C.F.R. § 1503.1(a)(4).  
An agency’s final EIS must make meaningful 
reference to all responsible opposing viewpoints. 



NEPA COMPLIANCE
A supplemental environmental impact statement 
(“SEIS”) must be prepared whenever”

“[t]here are significant new circumstances or 
information relevant to environmental concerns and 
bearing on the proposed action or its impacts.” 40 
C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(ii). 
An SEIS may also be prepared when “the purposes of 
the Act will be furthered by doing so.” Id. 

Agencies typically refuse to prepare an SEIS, 
regardless of the circumstances.

Wolf introduction
Projections/assumptions vs. reality
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EISs BY YEAR (1970-1980)

YEAR DRAFT FINAL TOTAL

1970-72 5834

1973 2036

1974 1965

1975 1881

1976 1802

1977 1568

1978 1355

1979 585 688 1273

1980 440 526 966



EISs BY YEAR (1981-1989)

YEAR DRAFT FINAL TOTAL
1981 436 597 1033

1982 359 449 808

1983 291 368 659

1984 268 309 577

1985 232 317 549

1986 216 305 521

1987 177 278 455

1988 180 252 432

1989 167 203 370



EISs BY YEAR (1990-1999)

YEAR DRAFT FINAL TOTAL

1990 228 250 478

1991 215 242 457

1992 238 275 513

1993 238 227 465

1994 247 285 532

1995 359 248 607

1996 298 304 602

1997 252 246 498

1998 280 247 527

1999 266 235 501



EISs BY YEAR (2000-2004)

YEAR DRAFT FINAL TOTAL

2000 252 221 473

2001 274 218 492

2002 284 250 534

2003 325 269 594

2004 299 298 597



EISs BY YEAR

Highest Numbers:  
1970-1972: 5834
1973: 2036

Lowest Number:
1989: 370

Reasons for approximate 82% decline:
Lawsuits
Expense
Agencies simply not undertaking “major 
federal action” (i.e., projects not going forward)



NEPA COMPLIANCE

The analysis of alternatives in the preparation 
of an EIS can become quite onerous.
Litigation has pushed the NEPA process to 
the extremes
Environmental groups often delay projects by 
suing to require the agency to prepare more 
and more environmental reviews.



NEPA LAWSUITS

Lead Defendant NEPA Cases Filed in 2004 Injunctions Issued in 2004 
Cases

FERC 2 2

NAVY 2 2

NRC 2 1

DOI 31 1

USDA 80 2

DOC 15 0

EPA 6 0

DOE 4 0

USACE 13 0

ARMY 1 0

DOT 14 3

TOTAL 150 11



PLAINTIFFS IN NEPA LAWSUITS

Public Interest Groups 232
Individual/Citizen Assoc. 83
State Government 11
Local Government 21
Business Groups 27
Property Owners/Residents 11
Indian Tribes 13
Combination Plaintiffs (i.e., local govt. & individuals; if a 
plaintiff type was in combo w/ another, it was counted in 
both categories)

9



2004 NEPA CASE DISPOSITIONS

Pre-2004 2004 All
Judgment for the Defendant 42 8 50

TRO 2 2 4

Preliminary Injunction 9 6 15

Permanent Injunction 6 2 7

Remand 17 0 17

Dismissal w/ Settlement 23 5 28

Dismissal w/out Settlement 26 15 41

Other Action

Pending 126 125 251



INTENT vs. REALITY

Early in the life of NEPA, the CEQ advised 
that, even for large complex energy projects, 
the entire EIS process would require only 
about 12 months and around 150 pages.
The reality is much different

Environmental reviews often counted in the 
thousands of pages, millions of dollars, and 
years of delay.



ABSURDITY DEFINED?
JUST A FEW EXAMPLES

CEQ Regulations require federal agencies to 
consider the “cumulative effects” of a 
proposed action.

CEQ Regulations go well beyond the common 
timing and geography related actions.
CEQ Regulations direct agencies to consider 
“resource impact zones” and “life cycle of 
effect.” The meaning?

“Cumulative effects result from spatial
and temporal crowding of environmental

perturbations.”



MORE EXAMPLES

National Strategies for Sustainable 
Development

A flow chart tracking cumulative interactions 
b/w watershed management and problems in 
the drainage of the Densu River in Ghana 
begins with the National Debt, meanders 
through changes in farming practices, 
population growth, and flooding
Eventually leads to the complete shut off of 
water



MORE EXAMPLES

National Academy of Sciences report on the 
cumulative effect of oil and gas development 
on the North Slope of Alaska.

Obesity among village children is identified as 
an “undesirable consequence” of exploration 
and production.



FOCUS – ON THE PROCESS, NOT 
RESULTS

Jack Ward Thomas, Chief of USFS during 
Clinton Administration

Testimony before Subcommittee on Forests 
and Forest Health in October, 2001

Previous planning method: action judged by its 
empirical results
Current planning method: action judged by its 
adherence to the duty of process



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO REAL PEOPLE IN THE 
REAL WORLD?

Examples:
In the last 30 years “conservation areas” and 
“monuments” managed by the BLM grew from 57,000 
to over 19 million acres;
Wilderness and study areas went from 0 to 23.5 million 
acres;
The number of BLM employees grew from 4,500 to 
over 10,000;
Professional disciplines expanded from 
conservationist, surveyor, geologist and forester to 
include wildlife biologist, wild horse and burro 
specialist, economist, archaeologist and sociologist.



THE COST OF REGULATIONS

Competitive Enterprise Institute has 
quantified how much government regulations 
cost the American Taxpayer each year:

Economist Mark Crain estimates that 
regulatory costs hit $ 1.142 trillion in 2006.
These “off-budget” costs now approach ½ of 
the level of federal spending and more than 
quadruple the $248 billion budget deficit.
See:  “2007 Ten Thousand Commandments”



COSTS CONTINUED

From 1996 to 2006 over 48,000 final rules 
were issued in the Federal Register

(Not all of them pursuant to NEPA)
Over 4, 052 regulations appear in the 2006 
Unified Agenda, 139 of which are 
“economically significant”

Meaning they will cost at least $ 100 million 
per year to implement ($ 13.9 billion annually)



COSTS CONTINUED

Costs associated with NEPA?
The Departments of Agriculture, Interior, 
Commerce and the Environmental Protection 
Agency account for 44% of all of the rules in 
the Agenda.

The agencies in which the NEPA process and 
requirements dictate almost everything that they 
do.   



REAL IMPACTS CONTINUED

Planning process has consumed the 
agencies
Staff spending one-half or more of their time 
in planning at the expense of the important 
work of managing the land
Result is a pervasive distrust of the agencies 
and a refusal to participate in the process by 
those who actually know what is going on – a 
recognition that the “deck is stacked.”

Roadless Rule “NEPA process”



REAL IMPACTS CONTINUED

No national vision
A new conflict industry has flourished
Policy decisions based on public relations 
considerations and “litigation risk 
management” principles

Rejection of Wyoming Wolf Management Plan
Policy decisions based upon what type of 
public interest group is the most likely to sue, 
not on what is best for the environment or 
best for society



MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE 
STATE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT

Core problems that we face in the future:
National failure to recognize our achievements
Refuse to acknowledge that the quality of our life has 
improved dramatically
Refuse to recognize that we have made substantial 
improvements in our environment on many levels

Fewer starving
Healthier and longer life
More education
Greater security
Fewer accidents

Misconceptions about agricultural producers



FUTURE CHALLENGES

“Global Warming”
Refusal to recognize the achievements that 
have been made
Dreamed up to avoid any real, significant, 
concrete analysis of the benefits from AND 
THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY the 
environmental policies of the past 40 years

Destruction of our National Forests with the pine 
beetle infestation.



FUTURE CHALLENGES CONT.
Allocation of scarce resources and true protection of 
the environment
Relentless attack on those who actually protect the 
environment for a living

Agricultural producers
Resource agencies distracted from real issues by 
constant harassment on every front
Fear of imaginary “catastrophes” diverts political 
attention and resources from dealing with real ones
Public perception that things are getting worse – with 
a related demand for draconian measures to deal 
with them (and the apparent willingness to give up all 
private property rights in the process)



SOLUTIONS AND WHAT YOU 
CAN DO

Participate
Participate
Participate
Learn the regulatory (vs. legislative) process
Create vast coalitions
Start reading and working from the 
“environmentalist” playbook

Recognize that agency regulations will most 
likely have more of an impact than legislation



CONCLUSION

WE MUST WORK TOGETHER
TO FIGHT THIS BATTLE HEAD ON
TO PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
TO PROTECT THOSE RIGHTS THAT OUR 
FOUNDING FATHERS FOUGHT FOR WHEN 
THEY DEFINED THE FREEDOMS THAT WE 
HAVE

THE FUTURE HEALTH OF OUR COUNTRY 
AND OUR ENVIRONMENT DEMANDS IT



QUESTIONS?

Harriet M. Hageman
Hageman & Brighton, P.C.
222 East 21st Street
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
(307) 635-4888
hhageman@hblawoffice.com
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